terations to the context (or small degradations in the learning deficits in rats with hippocampal lesions, the quality of the input representations) can be ignored and spatial modulation of hippocampal neuronal firing prothe system can reconstruct the full, correct representavides one of the best opportunities to decipher how the tion from the degraded input. This competition between brain creates high-order cognitive representations of the pattern completion (or generalization) and pattern sepaworld from multimodal sensory input and to relate these ration has been modeled as a sigmoidal function representations to the behavior of the animal.
In contrast, Leutgeb et al. (2004) provide evidence for stronger pattern separation in CA3 than in CA1. Rats were tested in enclosures with varying geometric similarity in three similar but distinguishable rooms. Enclosures used in different rooms were either identical (large box), moderately different (small box versus large box), or clearly different (large square versus small circle). In CA1, there was significant overlap between the populations of active neurons in the three rooms. With identical enclosures, the overlap was almost as large as during repeated testing in the same room, and place fields were correlated. With increasing differences between the enclosures, the amount of overlap decreased toward chance levels. In CA3, however, distinct subsets of pyramidal cells were activated in each room, even when enclosures were identical. The overlap of the subsets was no larger than the overlap expected by random shuffling of active neurons, indicating that activated neurons were as distinct as possible and suggesting that input patterns from the entorhinal cortex had been rather than neural recordings, as a measure of ensemble and CA1 as an animal ran laps around a circular track activity patterns. This study examined the responses of in an environment with distinct, familiar cues on the CA3 and CA1 ensembles in rats exposed sequentially walls and on the surface of the track. In probe tests, the to (1) the same environment twice, (2) two similar envicues on the track were rotated counterclockwise, while ronments in which either the proximal or distal cues the cues on the walls were rotated by an equal amount were altered, or (3) two completely different environclockwise. This double rotation of the proximal and disments. The activity history of neurons for each of the tal cue sets caused a mismatch at each location on the two context exposures was determined using the IEGs track between the sensory input provided by the cues Arc and Homerla as "genomic timers" of neural activaon the track and the input provided by the wall cues.
tion ( overlap in CA3 was only marginally less than during were larger than 45Њ, however, the CA3 and CA1 ensemrepeated testing in the same environment, suggesting bles reacted differently. The CA1 representation lost that pattern completion occurred in CA3. When the rats its coherence, as some place fields rotated with the were exposed to two dissimilar environments in which proximal cues, others rotated with the distal cues, and both proximal and distal cues were varied, the overlap of a majority of the place fields remapped or displayed CA3 ensembles active in each exposure was at chance ambiguous behavior. In contrast, the CA3 representalevels, whereas that of CA1 ensembles was higher, sugtion was more coherent between the familiar environgesting stronger pattern separation in CA3, as in the ment and mismatch environments, as approximately when the sensory inputs were changed to a small extent, first caused CA3 place fields to shift backward with whereas pattern separation occurred when the sensory experience, but not CA1 place fields; on subsequent inputs were changed more drastically, as predicted unexposures, CA3 place fields ceased shifting backward, der the assumption that attractor networks respond whereas CA1 place fields began to demonstrate the nonlinearly to input patterns (Rolls and Treves, 1998).
phenomenon. These and other temporal dissociations However, the combination of parameters determining between CA3 and CA1 ( attractor dynamics in CA3, the significance for behavior Similarly, the role of the DG in these processes (which remains to be demonstrated. Pattern completion may is often modeled as performing a pattern separation allow the brain to recognize stored patterns when the function) remains to be determined. retrieval cues overlap partially with the actual cues that By pointing to more heterogeneous response patterns were present as a memory was stored. Conversely, patin CA1 than CA3, the three studies also raise important tern separation may permit the brain to store events issues about the functional relation between these hipwith common elements as separate traces or, in CA3, pocampal areas. The less coherent responses of the by the formation of nonoverlapping cell assemblies in CA1 pyramidal cells may reflect the convergence of inorder to minimize interference. While early studies sugputs from multiple cell assemblies in CA3, or the cells gest that the hippocampus is necessary for reducing might be activated directly by layer III neurons in the memory interference (Jarrard, 1975) 
